
ECO-FRIENDLY WATER 
TREATMENT FOR ICE

iX ICE

For ice machines, cubers and flakers

Freezing water to make ice causes the dissolved minerals in hard water to 
precipitate and coat the working surfaces. This leads to increased energy 
costs and poor quality ice. It will also lead to a reduction in ice production and 
will eventually cause equipment breakdown.

Make sure your ice cubes are bright and clear and protect your equipment 
from the potential damage of limescale.

iX ICE offers a new and ideal opportunity to bring down filtration costs whilst 
reducing your carbon footprint at the same time. Our iX ICE works with all 
major brands of flakers and cubers and comes with options for connections.

Quick replace cartridge or to 
be totally cost-effective and 
green - replace insert only

Specs ICE 01 ICE 02

HEIGHT WITH HEAD 350mm 535mm

HEIGHT CARTRIDGE 275mm 460mm

DIAMETER 108m 108m

HEIGHT HEAD 70mm 70mm

CAPACITY @ 180PPM 41005 ltrs 92501 ltrs

FLOW RATE MAX (L/PM) 15 15

PRESSURE 2-6 bar 2-6 bar

MAX TEMP 350 C 350 C

CONNECTION P/F 3/8” 3/8”

ECO-FRIENDLY WATER FILTER
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ECO-FRIENDLY WATER 
TREATMENT FOR 
ICE & POST MIX

iX DISPENSE

For ice machines and post mix systems

Highly profitable and high in water content (over 80% water), the quality of water used 
for cold beverage dispense machines is vitally important. Fast moving restaurants and 
stores depend on high quality water to provide an uninterrupted and smooth operation. 
Also, in order to achieve high levels of customer satisfaction and retention, the quality 
of water needs to be of the highest standard.
 
The iX DISPENSE 03 has been specifically designed to provide better tasting drinks, 
whilst keeping costs as low as possible. The iX 03’s Insert Refill Technology also provides 
confidence that your environmental impact is lowered further.

Quick replace cartridge or to 
be totally cost-effective and 
green - replace insert only

Specs DISPENSE 03

HEIGHT WITH HEAD 620mm

HEIGHT CARTRIDGE 600mm

DIAMETER 220mm

HEIGHT HEAD 70mm

CAPACITY @ 180PPM 277593 ltrs

FLOW RATE MAX (L/PM) 15

PRESSURE 2-6 bar

MAX TEMP 350 C

CONNECTION P/F 3/8”

ECO-FRIENDLY WATER FILTER
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